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ABSTRACT
Melanoplus foxi Hebard, 1923 (Orthoptera: Acrididae: Melanoplinae) is a flightless and morphologicallydistinct member of the Puer Group of grasshoppers that is endemic to sandhills in the state of Georgia,
U.S.A. This species had not been collected in almost 60 years despite our combined eight years of
independently searching for it in and around all known localities. Thus, the species was thought to possibly
be extinct until our rediscovery of a combined total of 33 specimens of M. foxi in May of 2015 in three
locations: Seminole State Park and Little Ocmulgee State Park and Lodge, which are protected areas, and
along the road just outside of the latter. The discovery of a large number of specimens of M. foxi among the
unidentified grasshoppers in the collection of the University of Michigan’s Museum of Zoology’s Insect
Division and the subsequent examination of the collectors’ digitized field notes (linked to the specimens
via a code system) led directly to the discovery of these extant populations. This rediscovery highlights the
need for detailed field notes and retaining their link to the specimens they describe, often an arduous task,
but one which some institutions are embracing by converting field notebooks into digital form either via
wholesale scanning, transcription, or a combination of both, and allowing the public to access them on the

internet. Such data are invaluable and should be recorded by field explorers and made available
to others whenever possible. In addition, absence or negative data, largely unreported in natural history

publications, also played a role in the rediscovery of this unique species because it gave us the ability to
keep track of investigated sites, and these are reported here to assist in planning future field trips to discover
new locations harboring M. foxi.
Key Words: Melanoplinae, Melanoplus, rediscovery, museum, field notebook, field notes, digitization,
absence data, negative data, code system, crowdsourcing, citizen science
INTRODUCTION

Melanoplus foxi Hebard, 1923 (Orthoptera:
Acrididae: Melanoplinae) (Figs. 1 and 2) is a
species endemic to the sandhills of Georgia (GA),
U.S.A., and belongs to the Puer Group sensu
lato and the Strumosus Group sensu stricto, with
the former comprising 24 Melanoplus species
distributed across five southeastern U.S.A states,
primarily Florida (FL), but also in Alabama (AL),
GA, and North and South Carolina (NC & SC),
and the latter group containing only one other
Publication date: 31 December 2015

species: M. strumosus. Originally described by
Hebard (1923) and named for its original collector,
Dr. Henry Fox, M. foxi’s type locality is Macon,
Georgia, and its habitat has been described by its
various collectors as being composed of longleaf
pine (Pinus palustris) and scrubby undergrowth,
fairly typical for Puer Group members. Melanoplus
foxi can be distinguished from the other 23 Puer
Group members via the following three terminalia
components (Fig. 3): 1) cerci, which are long, thin,
and tapering towards the apex, and curve sharply
downwards; 2) supra-anal plate, with a distinct,
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subtriangular apex and slight medial constriction,
after which the apical portion bends noticeably
downwards; and 3) furculae, which are wellseparated at the base, thin, and unusually long,
extending almost to the subgenital plate’s medial
constriction. Furthermore, the internal genitalia
components (combined = phallic complex) are
diagnostic and include: 1) epiphallus – note the
blunted lophi (Fig. 4A); and 2) ecto/endophallus
– the lack of a particularly elongate or elaborate
aedeagus is this species’ most unique feature
compared to most other Puer Group members (Fig.
4B&C).
Since its original description, M. foxi had
only been collected by four other individuals (the
majority of which were in the field together at
various points in time) from a handful of sites in
GA, and had only been briefly mentioned in four
other publications (Hubbell 1932, Strohecker
1939, Hill and Dakin 2011, Woller and Hill 2015).
Prior to 2015 only 35 specimens, the most recent
from August 25, 1938, were, to the best of our
knowledge, known to science and are housed within
four U.S.A. museum collections: the University of
Michigan Museum of Zoology’s Insect Division
(UMMZ), the Academy of Natural Sciences of
Drexel University (ANSP), the Florida State
Collection of Arthropods (FSCA), and the North
Carolina State University Insect Museum (NCSU).
We have been seeking M. foxi since 2006 for
various reasons related to southeastern Melanoplus
projects, but were never successful, having looked
in and around all known sites and habitats that
looked suitable based on the literature and the
specimen labels. One hypothesis for these failures
is on-going habitat degradation: over time, the
formerly ubiquitous longleaf pine (Pinus palustris)
savannas (a constant in the M. foxi literature) of
the southeast were significantly reduced via open
range grazing, timber harvest, fire suppression
and conversion to agricultural fields and timber
plantations (Frost 1993, Platt 1999). While these
forests are increasingly rare across the southeastern
U.S.A., they appear to be particularly so in GA,
and the longleaf pines that remain are often
scattered along roadsides or deliberately planted
in orchard fashion for timber production and the
harvesting of their needles as mulch. On the other

Figure 1: Live photos (taken in a simulated indoor
habitat) of Melanoplus foxi from first location of
rediscovery in Seminole State Park, GA (Field
#PG191-2-A): A. Nymph (most likely 4th-6th
instar); B. Male; C. Female. [Digital Images: D.A.
Woller]
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from undetermined material in the UMMZ, mainly
collected during field trips to Georgia by T.H.
Hubbell in June, 1953, and P.B. Kannowski and T.J.
Cohn in June, 1956; and 2) the acquisition of digital
versions of the field notebooks associated with these
specimens. The entries in these books provided new
sites to investigate, contained enough detailed notes
to assist in pinpointing the almost-exact location
of the sites, and also gave excellent descriptions of
habitat conditions.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Figure 2: Preserved photos of entire Melanoplus foxi
specimens: Male (UMMZI-0056843): A. left lateral
view and B. dorsal view; Female (UMMZI-0056853):
C. left lateral view and D. dorsal view. [Composite
Digital Images: D.A. Woller]

hand, numerous other brachypterous Melanoplus
species that belong to different groups were found
in the same locations being searched, indicating
that at least some related species have either
moved into these altered ecosystems or adapted
in situ. Regardless, we were strongly considering
the possibility that M. foxi may have become
extinct until its rediscovery at, amazingly, three
sites in GA (Fig. 5A-C (starred)) in mid-May of
2015, yielding a total of 33 specimens (after labrearing: 13 males, 19 females, and 1 nymph). This
momentous occasion was facilitated by two events:
1) the recent discovery of 71 specimens of M. foxi

Digital images of curated specimens (male:
UMMZI-0056843 (Fig. 2A&B) and ANSP Decatur Co., Spring Creek (Fig. 3A&C); female:
UMMZI-0056853 (Fig. 2 C&D)) and extracted
male genitalia (UMMZI-0053023 (Fig. 4)) were
taken in the Song Laboratory of Insect Systematics
and Evolution at Texas A&M University using
a Visionary Digital LK Imaging System in
combination with a Canon EOS 6D Digital SLR
Camera equipped with a 100mm/65mm lens
(the latter coupled with a 1.4x magnifier) to take
multiple images at different focal lengths. The
resulting files were converted from RAW to TIFF
format using Adobe Lightroom 4.4 and then stacked
into a single composite image using Zerene Stacker
(v.1.04). Next, Adobe Photoshop CS6 Extended
was used to add a scale bar and adjust light levels,
background coloration, and sharpness.
Photographs of live specimens (Field #PG1912-A (Fig. 1)) were also taken in the Song Lab in
a simulated habitat and also using a Canon EOS
6D Digital SLR Camera equipped with a 100 mm
lens and a Canon MT-24EX Macro Twin Lite Flash
paired with two multi-directional halogen lights for
additional lighting.
For scanning electron micrographs (Fig.
3B&D), the specimen (FSCA: Bibb Co., Macon,
Mogul Station) was mounted on a stub with silver
paste, coated with 30 nm of platinum, and then
imaged with a JEOL – JSM65600F scanning
electron microscope (SEM) at the Institute for
Imaging and Analytical Technologies at Mississippi
State University.
The habitat images (Figs. 6 and 7) were taken
using a Ricoh WG-4 GPS Adventure Proof camera
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Figure 3: Preserved photos of external genitalia of Melanoplus foxi Hebard, 1923 male specimens: A. left lateral view
(ANSP: Decatur Co., Spring Creek); B. left lateral view (FSCA: Bibb Co., Macon, Mogul Station); C. dorsal view
(same specimen as A); D. dorsal view (same specimen as B). [A&C = Composite Digital Images: D.A. Woller; B&D =
SEM Images: J.G. Hill]

and depict the specific localities in which M. foxi
was rediscovered. These localities were mainly
identified by the realization that code numbers
written on the locality labels of curated specimens
(from the UMMZ) corresponded with detailed
field notebook entries by T.H. Hubbell (1953), and
P.B. Kannowski and T.J. Cohn (1956) (all three
were also associated with the UMMZ). Many field
notebooks that are kept at the UMMZ have been
digitized and are now on-line and available for
downloading via a web portal
(http://fms02.lsa.umich.edu/fmi/webd/#ummz_
insects_field_notebooks - choose “Guest Account”),

with more being added all the time. This database is
relatively newly-accessible, so we had PDF versions
of the relevant field notebooks sent to us by the
UMMZ’s Insect Division Collections Manager,
Mark F. O’Brien.The digitized selections of all
relevant field notebook entries (Figs. 8 and 9) as
well as the figures from Hubbell et al. (1956) (Fig.
10) were isolated using Windows 7/8’s Snipping
Tool and then enhanced using Adobe Photoshop
CS5 Extended.
The locality map (Fig. 5) was created using a
CSV file created in Microsoft Excel, a KML file
containing the counties of GA, and Google’s My
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Figure 4: Preserved photos of internal genitalia (phallic
complex) of a male Melanoplus foxi Hebard, 1923
specimen (UMMZI-0053023): A. epiphallus, dorsal
view; B. ecto/endophallus, left lateral view; C. ecto/
endophallus, dorsal view. [Composite Digital Images:
D.A. Woller]

Maps web-based software, coupled with Adobe
Photoshop CS5 Extended to add boxes, arrows,
and the legend. The KML file was generated by
first downloading a shape file of all U.S.A. counties
from ESRI using ArcGIS Online and then extracting
GA’s followed by a conversion into KML using
the software Global Mapper. The historical map
(Fig. 11) depicts District 21 and the five Lots
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based in Seminole County in GA, U.S.A that are
mentioned in the field notebooks of Hubbell (1953),
and Kannowski and Cohn (1956). The base map
was downloaded from the web (Georgia Archives
2015) and georeferenced with assistance from the
Georgia Department of Natural Resources. Adobe
Photoshop CS5 Extended Boxes was then used for
cropping and adding an overlay of boxes. Localities
plotted on the map in Figure 5 came from museum
specimen data, recently-collected material, and sites
without M. foxi.
Locality and collection event data for the
historical specimens are as follows (grouped by
museum) with all sites (nine unique, some visited
multiple times) georeferenced using a combination
of Google Maps and field notebooks (if available),
and with centroid points used in the case of city
or county level data. All GPS coordinates are
given in WGS84 decimal degrees format (latitude,
longitude). Specimen label data from the UMMZ
were databased by that museum’s personnel with
all other specimen data extracted by us. All entries
have had data gaps filled in where necessary (eg.
current county) or had alterations made for the
purposes of uniformity (e.g., dates):
UMMZ (“UMMZI-#” = unique identifier given
to each UMMZ specimen – “UMMZI-00” will only
be used for first entry; Field #’s underlined were
used to rediscover M. foxi) – 75 specimens: 41♂,
30♀, 4 nymphs (all on loan to the first author): Bibb
Co., Macon, [32.852336, -83.589698], 3-IX-1937
(♂ = UMMZI-0053083; ♀ = 53085). Jefferson
Co., Wadley, [32.907236, -82.399385], 5-VII-1925,
coll. T.H. Hubbell, Field #2, genitalia figured (♂ =
53082; ♀ = 53081). Seminole Co., District 21, Lot
143, [30.819178, -84.818458], 13-VI-1953, coll.
T.H. Hubbell, Field #70 (3♂ = 57033, High Pine:
56861, 56862; ♀ = 56860 (High Pine)); District
21, Lot 171, [30.805801, -84.803755], 13-VI-1953,
coll. T.H. Hubbell, Field #74 (♂ = 56846; Dry
Oakland: 5♂ = 56842, 56843, 56844, 56845; 11♀ =
56847, 56848, 56849, 56850, 56851, 56852, 56853,
56854, 56855, 56856, 56857; nymph = 56864);
District 21, Lot 172, [30.807906, -84.815298], 10VI-1953, coll. T.H. Hubbell, Field #57 (♂ = 57031;
nymph = 57028); 13-VI-1953, coll. T.H. Hubbell,
Field #71 (2♂ = 57039, 57040; 3♀ = 57036,
57037, 57038); 4 miles SW of Reynoldsville,
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13-VI-1956, coll. T.J. Cohn & P.B. Kannowski,
Field #8 (♂ = 57027); District 21, Lot 180, Frog
Pond, [30.803096, -84.830450], 13-VI-1953, coll.
T.H. Hubbell, Field #72 (♀ = 57032); District 21,
Lot 211, 5.3 mi SW Reynoldsville, [30.790586,
-84.821643], 15-VI-1956, coll. T.J. Cohn & P.B.
Kannowski, Field #13 (6♂ = 57018, 57019, 57020,
57021, 57022, 57034; 5♀ = 57023, 57024, 57025,
57026, 57029); 16-VI-1956, coll. T.J. Cohn & P.B.
Kannowski, Field #14 (15♂ = 57004 (Tag:312),
57015 (Tag:318), 57007 (Tag:317), 57008
(Tag:311), 57005 (Tag:314), 56871, 57003, 57006,
57009, 57010, 57011, 57012, 57013, 57014, 57041;
6♀ = 56870, 56998, 56999, 57000, 57001, 57002;
nymph x2 = 57016, 57017). Wheeler Co., 4.5 miles
S. Dodge Co. Line, on U.S. Hwy. 441, [32.108308,
-82.887870], 19-VI-1953, coll. T.H. Hubbell, Field
#83 (5♂ = 56873, 56874, 56875, 56876, 56877; ♀ =
0056872).
ANSP – 6 specimens: 5♂, ♀ (all on loan to
the first author): Bibb Co., Macon, [32.852336,
-83.589698], 3-IX-1937, examined by D. Otte,
1994 (Topotypes: ♂, ♀; yellow square as 2nd label:
3♂). Decatur Co., Spring Creek, [30.975365,
-84.745452], 9-12-VIII-1931, coll. Bradley &
Knorr, examined by D. Otte, 1994 (♂). During
a 2013 visit to the ANSP the first author was
able to examine the holotype of M. foxi and its
label information is directly as follows: Macon,
Ga. [GA], June 4, 1923; Henry Fox, Collector;
Melanoplus foxi, Hebard, Type, 924, Hebard
Cln. [Collection] (see Fig. 5A&B for location).
Additionally, Fox originally found seven other
specimens from the same locality: two male
paratypes and five nymphs of both sexes, all of
which are still in the ANSP’s collection with the
exception of one of the male paratypes, its present
location unknown. Additionally, the ANSP contains
the following five M. foxi specimens: Bibb Co.,
Macon, [32.852336, -83.589698], 3-IX-1937,
examined by D. Otte, 1994 (3♂ (one is a labeled
as a topotype), ♀). Decatur Co., Spring Creek,
[30.975365, -84.745452], 9-12-VIII-1931, coll.
Bradley & Knorr, examined by D. Otte, 1994 (♀).
FSCA – 8 specimens: 6♂, 2♀ (all on loan
to the second author): Bibb Co., Macon, Mogul
Station, [32.845637, -83.556411], 25-VIII-1938.
NCSU – 3 specimens: 3♂ (all on loan to the

second author): Bibb Co., Macon, [32.852336,
-83.589698], 25-VIII-1938 (2♂). Jefferson Co.,
Wadley, [32.907236, -82.399385], 5-VIII-1925,
coll. T.H. Hubbell (♂).			
Locality and collection event data of the sites
(3 unique, 1 visited twice) in which M. foxi was
rediscovered are as follows with GPS coordinates
gathered using the afore-mentioned Ricoh camera
(coordinates from camera acquired in the format
of WGS84 degrees, minutes, seconds and then
converted into decimal degrees using web-based
HamsterMap (http://hamstermap.com/)): Seminole
Co., Seminole State Park, far W. side of park
just SE of intersection of SR 39 and Hwy. 253,
[30.803703, -84.885235], somewhat overgrown
sandhills, 12-V-2015, coll. J.G. Hill, Field #PG1911-A (2♂, 8♀; 9 specimens deposited into the
Mississippi Entomological Museum (MEM), 1
male specimen to be deposited into the Texas A&M
University Insect Collection (TAMUIC)); 13-V2015, coll. D. A. Woller & J.G. Hill, Field #PG1912-A (8♂, 7♀, 1 nymph; to be deposited into the
TAMUIC). Wheeler Co., off E. side of U.S.
319/U.S. 441/SR 31, about 1 mile N. of entrance to
Little Ocmulgee State Park and Lodge, [32.108333,
-82.887222], 13-V-2015, coll. D.A. Woller & J.G.
Hill, Field #PG192-1-A, possibly Hubbell’s original
site, resembles sandhills (1♂, 3♀; deposited into
the MEM); Little Ocmulgee State Park and
Lodge, off E. side of E. fork of Oak Ridge Trail,
[32.099167, -82.894722], 13-V-2015, coll. D.A.
Woller & J.G. Hill, Field #PG193-1-A, sandhills
(2♂, 1♀; deposited into the MEM).		
Table 1 contains locality and date data for the
101 unique sites (some visited multiple times)
investigated on field trips between 2006 and 2015
that appeared potentially suitable for M. foxi, but
that yielded no specimens. All 2015 GPS data
collected using the Ricoh camera with 2014 data
collected using its predecessor, the Pentax WG-III
GPS Adventure Proof camera. All other GPS data
generated using a Magellan Meridian Gold GPS.
With the exception of a lone male from the first
day at the first site of rediscovery (Field #PG1911-A), all specimens recovered were nymphs and
adults were desired, particularly because M. foxi
is highly underrepresented in insect museum
collections. To rectify this, the specimens collected
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Figure 5: Maps based on geoferenced data from historical (9 unique sites) and rediscovered (3 unique sites) Melanoplus
foxi Hebard, 1923 specimens as well as sites investigated that did not yield specimens (101 unique): A. Entire map of
GA, including all modern counties; B. Enlarged map of Macon (holotype locality) and Wadley areas where most known
specimens are concentrated in and around; C. Enlarged map of the Spring Creek area where the remaining known
specimens come from; D. Further enlarged map of the Spring Creek area with an overlay of the five historical Lot
boundaries of District 21 of Seminole Co. found in the field notes of Hubbell (1953), and Kannowski and Cohn (1956)
(also see Fig. 11 for historical map with same overlay). [Map Construction: D.A. Woller]
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Figure 6: Sandhills habitat (overgrown) found on west side of Seminole State Park in which Melanoplus foxi was first
re-discovered (image taken 13-V-2015; Field #PG191-1&2-A). [Digital Image: D.A. Woller]

from the first day at the first site and from sites
two (Field #PG192-1-A) and three (Field #PG1931-A) were reared by the second author at the MEM
while the specimens from the second day at the
first site (Field #PG191-2-A), were raised by the
first author in the Song Laboratory. The majority of
the specimens were reared successfully in different
settings: first author – within a small, translucent
box (6.25” wide x 6.5” long x 3.5” tall) from The
Container Store modified with holes for breathing
and feeding, and containing sand, leaf litter, and
sticks to simulate habitat, and fed a daily diet of bits
of store-bought Romaine lettuce (Lactuca sativa
L. var. longifolia) leaves sprayed with tap water;
second author – within various types and sizes of
containers and fed a mix of Romaine lettuce and
post oak (Quercus stellata) leaves.

RESULTS
Gaining access to the field notebook entries
of Hubbell (1953; Fig. 8), and Kannowski and
Cohn (1956; Fig. 9) were the key to rediscovering
M. foxi, but, unfortunately, the search was still
difficult because although the entries were highlydetailed with habitat descriptions, landmarks,
and very specific District and Lot numbers, much
has changed in GA since the 1950’s when the
species was last collected. First and foremost,
the ecosystems in the state have been largely
altered due to agricultural needs, on-going habitat
eradication for the erection of human structures, and
through fire suppression that pyrogenic habitats, like
longleaf pine communities, need to thrive, leading
to overgrown areas and shifts in floral communities
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Figure 7: Additional habitats in which Melanoplus foxi was re-discovered (images taken 13-V-2015): A.
site resembling sandhills just outside of Little Ocmulgee State Park and Lodge (Field #PG192-1-A); B.
sandhills site within Little Ocmulgee State Park and Lodge (Field #PG193-1-A). [Digital Images: D.A.
Woller]
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(Frost 1993). Melanoplus foxi appears to be strongly
associated with the longleaf pine forests that once
dominated much of the southeast, but many parts of
GA, such as in the type locality of Macon, are bereft
of such forests. Many efforts were made to locate
suitable habitat in that area, from using Google
Earth/Maps, to driving all around aerially-targeted
zones, to speaking with locals and park rangers, but
despite finding some habitats that looked like good
candidates, no M. foxi were found.
Secondly, many of the landmarks and names,
used by Hubbell (1953), and Kannowski and Cohn
(1956), are either not recorded on maps, forgotten
by the locals, or have been altered or, in some cases,
demolished. The best clues we had were the District
and Lot numbers (Fig. 8A-E), but even those
were, initially, a dead end despite much internet
searching and calls made to various agencies. The
case finally broke when the second author sought
the assistance of several GIS specialists from the
Georgia Department of Natural Resources Nongame
Division who provided us with an historic map
of Seminole County’s District 21 (then called
Early County and was an amalgamation of other
modern counties) from 1825 (Fig. 11). Once the
Lot numbers were located, we realized that both
of us had independently visited that same area,
just northwest of Spring Creek (Fig. 5C&D),
multiple times previously and had searched this
area thoroughly. In general, the area has some of the
most suitable-looking habitats compared to other
parts of GA that had been visited, but had yielded
no specimens despite searching carefully during the
nymphal season (Spring) and the end of their life
cycle (Fall).
Currently, it is unknown how Hubbell (1953)
knew about the District/Lot numbers since they had
been created about 130 years earlier and are not
well-known today, about 60 years later. Presumably,
he either asked some locals or had access to countylevel maps of the day, something he was known
to bring along on trips for note-taking purposes.
More than likely, Hubbell passed this knowledge
onto Kannowski, a fellow UMMZ professor, and
Cohn, one of his former graduate students (and
later colleague) at the UMMZ. Also notable is that
Hubbell’s trip to Seminole County was actually not
one of his famous, “rambling” field trips in which

he, and often colleagues, would wander through
southeastern states following the main roads and
collecting many insects, particularly Orthoptera and
some Coleoptera, along the way. Rather, he was
on a mission for the Florida State Museum (most
likely, what is now the Florida Museum of Natural
History), according to the inside cover of the
notebook (entitled “Florida” on the cover despite
mainly covering GA). This mission was called the
Flint-Chattahoochee Project (Jim Woodruff Dam)
and a later page describes it this way: “Fla-St. Mus.
and UMMZ Exped to the tri-state area included in
the Flint-Chattahoochee drainages to be flooded by
the Jim Woodruff Dam. May 30-June 17, 1953”.
The other states mentioned are Alabama, not too far
northwest of the area, and Florida, which is directly
south. Basically, Hubbell and many colleagues were
sent to survey the area before the dam, completed
in 1952 and opened in 1957, began functioning
(Hubbell et al. 1956).
Furthermore, Hubbell et al. (1956) mention
that funding for the survey came in part from the
National Science Foundation (1954-1957) and
that Kannowski, a myrmecologist, was in charge
of Formicidae for the project. Combining these
facts with the overlapping year of the field notes of
Kannowski and Cohn (1956), it can be surmised
that the two explorers were collecting in the area
for the same project, although the title of their
field notebook, “Chattahoochee River Area, Fla
- Ga - Ala, June 1956” does not allude to this,
and there are no further clues inside. Moreover,
the “Testes” aspect mentioned in the Field #14
entry (Fig. 9C) is unclear to us at this time, but
the term can be used in the sense of “personal
communication”, so perhaps the numbers were
to keep track of specimens intended to be sent to
others. The specimens look intact and while some of
the numbers are found on the specimen labels (see
above list of UMMZ specimens), one is extra (318)
and others are missing despite there being more
curated specimens (23) versus the number indicated
in the entry (21).
The Flint River (northeast) meets the
Chattahoochee River (northwest) in Seminole
Lake (Fig. 5C), which is on the border of GA and
FL and the Jim Woodruff Dam is at its southern
point and leads into FL’s Apalachicola River. The
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Figure 8: Field notebook entries that were paramount in re-discovering Melanoplus foxi: Hubbell (1953) – in order
of record: A. #57; B. #70; C. #71; D. #72; E. #74; and F. #83; G. Hubbell (1954) – an entry that holds promise for a
future expedition. [Digitized Field Notebooks: M.J. O’Brien; Enhanced Selections: D.A. Woller]
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Figure 9: Field notebook entries that were paramount in re-discovering Melanoplus foxi (dashed line indicates
exclusion of non-relevant portion of entry): Kannowski and Cohn (1956) – in order of record: A. #8; B. #13; C. #14.
[Digitized Field Notebook: M.J. O’Brien; Enhanced Selections: D.A. Woller]

area referred to as Spring Creek is a 76.5 milelong tributary of Flint River that can be difficult
to find on some maps; it joins with the Flint River
just before it merges into Seminole Lake. As far
as we can tell, none of the Lots investigated were
affected by the dam, although that does not mean
that potential habitat for M. foxi was not eradicated
before or after the dam was built.		

Furthermore, in 1925, Hubbell found M. foxi
on a trip to the Wadley area (Fig. 5B), which is
associated with Field #2 and, is, presumably, a field
notebook entry, but according to O’Brien: “I have
searched everywhere, but cannot find anything from
THH about Georgia in 1925! Very odd. However,
I just finished looking through a notebook where
he had been accumulating things for a biography
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(never finished), and in 1925 he was promoted
to Assistant professor of Biology at the Univ. of
Florida, and bought a new car in Ann Arbor and
drove it back to Florida, stopping in Virginia, N&S
Carolina, Georgia, June 28-July 8. That at least tells
me that he stopped there, and I cannot find his field
notes for the 1925 trip. I am sure they would shed
some light, but the notebook is either misplaced or
missing.” This is disappointing, largely because the
area does still have quite a few habitats of interest,
but we have thoroughly searched the majority of
them with no results. Naturally, possessing detailed
field notes might shed some light on whether or not
Hubbell’s locations still exist.
Armed with these new maps and facts, we
re-visited the Spring Creek area together on May
12, 2015 with a search plan already in place using
combined knowledge gained from previous trips
and aerial maps coupled with a fresh perspective
based on the Lots. The second author arrived early
and began looking in some of these spots, such
as Seminole State Park (Fig. 5A&C (starred)),
the main entrance to which is about 3 miles west
of the five historic Lots (Fig. 5D). After looking
within the State Park for a while, the second author
decided to drive along the roads around it and
spotted an intriguing section of habitat along its
far west side, just off of State Road 39 and just
southeast of its intersection with Highway 253.
The habitat (Fig. 6) resembles overgrown sandhills
and is a mix of mature longleaf pines and post oaks
(Quercus stellata) with dense undergrowth (some
areas denser than others) composed of wiregrass
(Aristida stricta), poison ivy, various grasses, and
scrubby oaks, such as post oaks and blackjack oaks
(Quercus marilandica), with some scattered turkey
oaks (Quercus laevis). Overall, the habitat strongly
resembles the areas described by all previous
collectors of M. foxi, so, around 4 PM, the second
author stopped to look and managed to collect
several 4th or 5th instar melanopline nymphs, keeping
them alive for future examination.
When the first author arrived at the lodge
and viewed the nymphs through a dissecting
microscope, he was stunned to find that the cerci
on the males (Fig. 3) bore a powerful resemblance
to those of curated M. foxi specimens. In some
grasshopper species, the cerci of nymphs during the
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later stages (many have 6) begin to look more like
those of their adult counterparts. The next day, with
the weather fairly cool and sky mostly overcast,
we spent a little over an hour in the prime part of
the morning (starting around 9 AM) for collecting
brachypterous southeastern melanoplines and found
quite a few nymphs, mainly among the scrubby
oaks, which is typical for such grasshoppers.
However, it was the collecting of a recently-molted
male, the only adult specimen found, that fully
confirmed the identity of the species as M. foxi.
Using this male and a microscope and the sun, an
in-field viewing was undertaken of the external and
internal (carefully everted) genitalia morphology,
along with a detailed comparison to preserved adult
males brought along for such a purpose. As it turned
out, the first author had visited this exact spot on a
previous trip in October of 2014, but had found no
melanoplines, possibly because it was at the tail-end
of M. foxi’s life cycle.
The species potentially thought to be extinct
was, thus, rediscovered, but the story was not yet
over because Hubbell’s field notes (1953) also
mentioned a location near Little Ocmulgee State
Park and Lodge (Figs. 5A&B (starred) and 8F),
a park that the second author had only previously
visited briefly due to sudden heavy rainfall, and
which is quite a ways from all other known and
previously-explored locations for M. foxi. After
spending some more time looking for the species
within the five Spring Creek Lots and not finding
it (#172, 180, and 211 no longer appear to have
any suitable habitats left and #180 had some, but
all were on private land) we traveled to the next
promising area. Once there, we explored what is
more than likely Hubbell’s exact spot based on
his very detailed notes (Fig. 8F). The habitat (Fig.
7A) is a relatively small sandhill, although it lacks
wiregrass, and is composed of a dense forest of
mature longleaf pines and turkey oaks with a sparse
understory of scattered grasses and a few scrubby
oaks. Also present are dense areas of bracken ferns
and more open sections with dense pine and leaf
litter, along with scattered young turkey oaks and
occasional low-density gopher apple (Licania
michauxii) patches. Additionally, the habitat is
fairly hilly, being elevated above the roadside and
the majority of it is most likely private property
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with a home near-by and a fence running through
it. Overall, it resembles descriptions of M. foxi’s
habitat and we managed to collect three specimens
after looking intensely from 2-2:20 PM with the sun
shining, clear skies, and high temperatures present.
While in the area, we decided to also visit Little
Ocmulgee State Park and Lodge because it contains
preserved sandhills habitat. After searching around
parts of the Oak Ridge Trail, through various
sections of sandhills, M. foxi nymphs were found
in some abundance in one particular region. The
appearance of this region (Fig. 7B) is quite different
compared to the other locations containing M. foxi
(Figs. 6 and 7A) due mainly to its fairly large open
sections of white sand in conjunction with it being
dominated by turkey oaks (many mature, some
young) and “islands” of scrubby oaks growing out
of piles of fallen turkey oak leaves, which is also
where the specimens were found to be concentrated.
The area is also quite hilly, has scattered longleaf
pines, and a sparse understory. The sun was shining,
the sky clear, and temperatures were high during
the time spent searching and collecting: 2:30-3:50
PM. Interestingly, the second location to contain
M. foxi, just outside of the park, is only about 1.5
miles from this site. Due to the similar hilly terrain
and overlaps in flora, it’s more than likely that
the two regions were once united in the relatively
recent past until the construction of the road that
now divides them (known by multiple names: U.S.
319/U.S. 441/State Road 31). Therefore, although
M. foxi has technically been rediscovered in three
locations, it could be argued that only two of them
are unique.
DISCUSSION
	Insights into M. foxi’s lifecycle were gained
from rearing specimens in our labs, such as
observing that the nymphs became adults within a
month (but it’s still unclear how many stages there
are – most likely 4 or 5), which means that, in the
wild, sexual maturity is probably reached during
mid-late June/early July. Supporting this is the fact
that almost all museum specimens are adults with
the earliest date among them being June 10th (a
male, although another specimen collected on the
same day is a nymph). Furthermore, the first author

observed a male perched on the back of a female on
June 11 and July 3, 2015, although it is unknown
if the male and female were the same pair on both
dates as the majority of the 15 specimens (from the
second visit to Seminole State Park (Field #PG1912-A)) were still alive at the time and almost all
were adults. This behavior is typical of Melanoplus
mating behavior (Otte 1970), usually before
attempts at copulation, although no copulation was
ever observed.
However, the first author did observe a female
laying an egg mass on July 5, 2015, but, as of
December, 2015, nothing has emerged. This latter
fact is unsurprising, though, because, based on field
observations and specimen data, the phenology
of M. foxi is able to be hypothesized as being
univoltine. As mentioned, the earliest-collected
adult specimen is from June 10th (1953 in Spring
Creek Area, Lot 172) with the latest-collected adult
from September 3rd (1937 in Macon). Interestingly,
the first author was at the first site of rediscovery on
October 3, 2014 before it was known that M. foxi
was there and found no melanoplines. However,
after the rediscovery, the second author returned
there on August 4, 2015 and searched for an hour,
but only managed to find adults of Melanoplus
carnegiei Morse, 1904, a fall-maturing non-Puer
Group brachypterous Melanoplus species (Hill
2015). Likewise, in many of the sites searched
for M. foxi, other Puer Group species and nonclosely-related brachypterous Melanoplus species
were found (Table 1) which suggests that: 1) at
least some species utilizing similar habitats must
have overlapping life cycles and 2) M. foxi may be
present earlier in the season in some of the locations
searched during October, 2014.
The fact that a more southern (and presumably
warmer) habitat (Spring Creek area) was devoid of
M. foxi specimens in early August while some were
still present in a more northern (and presumably
colder) habitat (Macon – about 190 miles slightly
northeast), albeit 78 years earlier, brings questions
to mind, such as: 1) might this be an example of
shifted phenology due possibly to climate change?
Far more specimen data (which does not yet exist)
would be needed to posit this seriously, but using
grasshoppers as phenological shift indicators is
an intriguing idea (Zografou et al. 2015) given
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their relative abundance in many worldwide
habitats of interest and relative ease with which
they can be collected (and because of these two
things, many insect collections possess a wealth of
specimens, many of which simply need identifying
(our personal observations)). On the other hand,
we have, so far, not attempted to locate weather
records, if they exist, to see if this may simply
be a case of one year staying warmer longer.
2) Is there something different about the ecology of
M. foxi’s holotype habitat in Macon (Fig. 5A&B)
compared to the Spring Creek area (Fig. 5C&D)? A
comparison of the habitats (Figs. 6 and 7) suggests
this might be the case. Or 3) did the second author
simply not spend enough time searching? This is
quite possible and, given their relative scarcity
even as nymphs, few adults may have remained
alive in August. Data on death dates gathered by
the first author when rearing M. foxi specimens
(from Field #PG191-2-A) in the lab seem to support
the observation that this species has a relatively
short lifespan. There are eight males and seven
died on seven different days: June 29th; July 2, 4,
12, 13, 19; and August 19th (the eighth male was
killed once it was deemed reproductively mature
to preserve DNA); the seven females also died on
seven different days: June 9, 15; and July 1, 3, 5, 8,
16; nymph (probably final instar): June 8th. These
findings, although artificial to a degree due to the
nature of lab-rearing, suggest that M. foxi could
have been present in the habitat during the second
author’s August 4th trip but, if so, their numbers, as
already stated, would most likely have been quite
low.
Whatever the reason for M. foxi’s absence
during the return visit, it appears that this species,
like many flightless melanoplines in the southeast
(personal observations), is univoltine and
overwinters in the egg stage, emerging in early
spring. Assuming that there are 4 (or 5) nymphal
stages and it takes a little less than a month to molt
to the next, this means that nymphs would emerge
sometime in February (when it is still quite cold
in GA, so probably later in the month, and latitude
most likely plays a role as well), become adults
around early-mid June, begin copulating and laying
eggs later that month, and potentially continue until
dying off around August/early September when
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temperatures start to decrease. Although there is
some evidence to support this life cycle hypothesis,
which, based on our personal observations, also
appears to be the typical life cycle for more
“northern” Puer Group species (eg. M. strumosus,
M. scapularis, and M. stegocercus), it is also much
speculation. Still, as very little is known about
the life histories of the overwhelming majority of
melanoplines, particularly brachypterous species,
especially those in the southeastearn U.S.A., some
data is better than none, especially for a species of
possible concern whose preferred habitat is largely
gone.
Hubbell et al. (1956) contains an anecdote
of interest that may add further information
to our habitat destruction and degradation
hypothesis for explaining M. foxi’s fairly far-flung
distribution (Fig. 5) and elusiveness. For the FlintChattahoochee Project, Hubbell and his colleagues
decided to establish a circular survey region with
a radius of 25 miles using the Jim Woodruff Dam
area as its epicenter (Fig. 10A). Within this region,
they set up “stations” that served as representative
study areas of the numerous habitats found enclosed
within its boundaries. One of these was “16A” (Fig.
10A) located in Seminole County, District 14, Lot
35 (Georgia Archives 2015). This station was just
west of the five Lots (Fig. 5D) recorded in the field
notebooks of Hubbell (1953), and Kannowski and
Cohn (1956) and appears to be where Seminole
State Park resides today (Fig. 5C (starred)). Station
16A was generally described by Hubbell et al.
(1956) as “scrubby floodplain forest and thickets,
just above cleared area” followed by a more
detailed description, including a list of plant species,
and accompanied by a photo (Fig. 10B). This
photo depicts a fairly ideal scrubby habitat with
longleaf pines, one that resembles sandhills, and
like today (Fig. 6), is also somewhat overgrown,
but only in terms of its understory. Hubbell et al.
(1956) finished their description by noting that
“no habitat quite like this has been seen except in
the southern tip of the triangle between the rivers,
where it covers a large area”. The five Lots and
Seminole State Park can be considered to be part of
this “southern tip” and their observation suggests
that, even in the 1950’s, the loss of longleaf pine
forest habitat was prevalent. Additionally, it broadly
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Figure 10: Figures from Hubbell et al. (1956) related to the Flint-Chattahoochee Project: A. Map III – shows the
location of numbered stations, each representing a different type of habitat within the encircled region, which has a
radius of 25 miles and is centered on the Jim Woodruff Dam area. Station 16 A (code and site circled in blue with site
further highlighted with a white box containing a blue dot) is most likely within what is now Seminole State Park (see
Fig. 5C (starred)). Pink box corresponds with same box in Figure 5C&D surrounding 5 historical Lots (also see Fig.
11) (box partially obscures Station 16 C). B. Plate II – picture of Station 16A, circa the early to mid-1950’s depicting
sandhills with a somewhat overgrown understory (dashed line indicates exclusion of non-relevant portion of plate).
[Enhanced Selections: D.A. Woller]

suggests that M. foxi populations may have once
been connected via longleaf pine forest corridors
and the Spring Creek Area population, now
seemingly confined to a portion of Seminole State
Park, could then, and now, be considered restricted
to a habitat island.
As a brief aside, we feel an explanation is
needed for why we have chosen to report the
locality and date data for 101 unique sites that
looked suitable for M. foxi and were investigated
(sometimes more than once) during recent field
trips in 2014 (two) and 2015 (one) even though

the sites did not yield any specimens. In other
words, these sites can be classified as “absence” or
“negative” data, a topic of much debate concerning
ecological niche modeling (eg. Brotons et al. 2004),
but this type of data is rarely included or discussed
in articles more focused on natural history. Please
note that we are not suggesting that such data
must be included because keeping track of it can
be quite difficult, but, when possible, this data
could be invaluable to the next explorer and may
even be useful for those working with other taxa,
particularly when habitat descriptions are given
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Figure 11: Historical Map from 1825 of Seminole Co., GA showing land Lots in District 21 – overlay in white
highlights the five Lots identified in the field notes of Hubbell (1953), and Kannowski and Cohn (1956) (see Fig. 5D for
same overlay on a modern map). [Digitized Historical Map: Courtesy of the Georgia Archives; Cropping and Overlay:
D.A. Woller]

(perhaps even linked to expanded field notebook
entries). We are also not suggesting that M. foxi is
definitively absent from all of the 101 sites, but we
are saying that, as seasoned, flightless melanopline
collectors, we did not find specimens of the species
at those sites despite our best efforts, although in
the case of the October, 2014 trip, it was most likely
too late in the season. Thus, all of those sites are
particularly worth re-investigating, perhaps during
mid-summer when it seems that M. foxi adults are
fully mature and reproductively active. Such a trip
would also be far easier to plan and execute now
that a potential list of promising sites has been
generated to draw upon.
Field notebooks (Hubbell 1953; Kannowski
and Cohn 1956) were paramount in the rediscovery
of M. foxi. While it’s true that the first site where
M. foxi was rediscovered in the Spring Creek area,
Seminole State Park (Fig. 5A&C (starred)), was
not listed in any of the field notebook entries, it is
also true that we had not planned to return to the
area at all due to previous trips resulting in failure.
Thus, the notebooks provided the catalyst to focus
more intently on the area with new perspective,

which led directly to the rediscovery as ever-wider
circles were made around the area in the search for
suitable habitat. Of perhaps further interest is the
fact that Seminole State Park was not even founded
until 1956, having previously been overseen by the
U.S. Corps of Engineers (Townsend 2001). This is
the year that Kannowski and Cohn made their trip,
so it’s possible that the park was not yet open to
the public and the land itself may even have been
fenced in when Hubbell (1953) was there, which
might explain why neither explorer searched within
its boundaries.
However, the second and third sites near and
within Little Ocmulgee State Park and Lodge,
respectively (Fig. 5A&B (starred)), were primarily
found via the use of Hubbell’s (1953) entry that
was linked to the specimens. The locality labels had
a decent description as well, but nowhere near as
detailed as in the notebook itself. As anyone who
has either spent time writing or looking at locality
labels on insect specimens can attest to, including
paragraphs of information is difficult due to space
constraints and would be time-consuming, which
is why the information is often reduced to the most
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important. Of course, the advent of easily-accessible
GPS technology has also vastly improved the
utility of data labels and reproducibility of locating
specimens.
At the very least, we hope that this tale of
rediscovery highlights the necessity of keeping
detailed field notebooks and linking them
adequately to curated specimens. The easiest
way to do this seems to be to: 1) use the same,
unique number for both the notebook entry and the
specimen’s data label and 2) keep field notebooks
organized and preserved. Hubbell (1953), and
Kannowski and Cohn (1956) achieved the former
by associating a number with a year. For example,
in a given notebook marked clearly with the same
year as on a specimen’s label, the entomological
explorers would begin with #1 for the first locality
encountered on the trip and assign each subsequent
locality a new number going from #2 onwards until
the notebook was filled. In this way, although each
number on its own is not truly unique, it is made
so by its association with the year. As simple as
this coding system is, it is also fraught with issues.
For instance, the meaning of such a unremarkable
number is not always clear on specimen labels
because, as in the case of Hubbell, and Cohn and
Kannowski’s specimens, the number is written on
the label nowhere near the date and, in some cases,
almost as an after-thought. This number becomes
meaningless, particularly in the absence of the field
notebooks themselves, and especially if some of
the specimens are gifted to an institution beyond
where the notebooks are kept and then borrowed
by others from yet another institution, as was the
exact case for some of the specimens we examined.
Such numbers only become meaningful via the
combination of knowing what the numbers indicate
and by having access to the associated digitized
field notebooks.
Another coding method is to employ an entirely
unique identifier, such as the one created by the
first author. As seen in Table 1, the following is an
example of the Field # format used when specimens
were found: PG101-1-A, which is highly specific
to the on-going projects of the first author; PG =
Puer Group, 101 is the unique number associated
with a site (started as a 3-digit number deliberately
for uniformity and better sorting results), “1” is the

# associated with the visit (ie. a second visit to the
same site would be recorded as “2”), and “A” is
the letter associated with the subsite, if applicable
(even if it’s not, an “A” is always the default for
uniformity; the second subsite would be “B” and
so on). Once deciphered, this code is simple and,
most importantly, unique. While it suffers somewhat
from being so specific to a particular project (the
first author’s initials are being used for non-specific
collecting: ie. DAW-101-1-A), this can also be a
strength when searching through multiple field
notebooks, if labeled properly. Naturally, it also
suffers from the same vacuum issue ascribed to the
code system of Hubbell, and Kannowski and Cohn,
so, perhaps, a universal acronym of “FN#” (Field
Notebook Number) could be employed before every
code number placed on a label.
Naturally, if a field notebook is not kept
organized and preserved, all of its invaluable data
will be lost forever. The best methods both involve
making such data accessible on-line, either by
simply scanning notebooks in their entirety or
transcribing them. Either way, such endeavors are
daunting, especially with all the other digitization
challenges insect collections are engaged in
overcoming. However, placing the phrase
“digitizing field notes” into Google brings back
two excellent examples of institutions preserving
field notebook data using both suggested methods.
The Smithsonian Institution’s National Museum
of Natural History began the Field Book Project
(http://www.mnh.si.edu/rc/fieldbooks/index.html)
in 2010 in order to primarily scan field notebooks
and, so far, they have made over 7,500 of them
across eight departments/divisions available to
the public through a web portal. A search by topic
on “entomology” returned 417 documents across
a wide range of insect taxa-focused notebooks,
and was also associated with non-insect topics
as well, such as mammology and mollusks, so,
presumably, insects are mentioned somewhere
in those notebooks. Additionally, the project has
a crowdsourcing/citizen science transcription
component wherein volunteers are able to log in and
do their best to transcribe the notebooks until 100%
completed. Each book has a progress bar associated
with it and it appears that 153 are currently fully
completed with only 10 left to go, and more will
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soon be added, most likely. A cursory look through
the books revealed that some are entomologicallyfocused. The advantage of transcribing, which
is often a painstaking process due to the age,
language, and lack of easily-deciphered handwriting
in some cases, is the gained ability to digitally
search through field notes quickly.
Another great example of employing the
scanning method is at the UMMZ Insect Division
where efforts, begun in 2013, are on-going to
digitize 400 field notebooks (150+ so far). During
the 2015 Entomological Collections Network
meeting in Minneapolis, Minnesota, U.S.A.,
O’Brien (2015), who is leading the UMMZ Insect
Division’s efforts, gave an informative presentation
on the subject (that was also captured on video by
the Integrated Digitized Biocollections (iDigBio)
organization: https://www.idigbio.org/wiki/index.
php/ECN_2015) that not only provided a multitude
of reasons for electronically-preserving field
notebooks, but also a detailed workflow. In the
near future, the first author plans to employ similar
methods to link specimens to his field notebook
entries and accompanying habitat photos, and place
them on-line in some fashion. Of further interest
might be a related presentation given earlier at an
iDigBio Workshop (O’Brien 2014).
The rediscovery of M. foxi took a dash of
luck, persistence, and the assistance of invaluable
specimen data, reinforcing the need for museum
specimens and their associated field notebook
entries, when possible. In the absence of such data,
it is quite possible that M. foxi may never have
been found again, which would have been a loss
for science as well as for orthopteran biodiversity
because M. foxi is quite unique morphologically.
Furthermore, its DNA has recently been extracted
for an on-going project (by the first author) focused
on examining the evolutionary history of the
Puer Group, one aspect of which is to reconstruct
the group’s phylogeny, which will not only add
evolutionary resolution to a fascinating group of
flightless grasshoppers, but also to the history of the
southeastern United States.
Now that we have evidence that M. foxi is
extant, it is likely that more locations containing
specimens will be found in time. In fact, Hubbell
(1954) left us with a possible lead. While making

one of his treks down to FL, presumably from the
UMMZ, Hubbell began collecting on March 17th
and on the way from Barnesville, GA to Fort Valley,
GA (most likely along U.S. Route 341), he made
the off-hand remark that “this is undoubtedly the
habitat for Melanoplus foxi” (Fig. 8G) referring
to a locality “about 1/2 or one mile S. of” Roberta
“on a high hill to west of road (opposite a large
lumber mill in valley & more sand hills sloping to
east)” (possibly WGS84 32.707566, -84.009986).
However, based on Google Maps (overhead and
street view), the locality may also be across from
Zenith Mill road, the only trace of a mill being
in the area and about 3.5 miles south of Roberta
(WGS84 32.673667, -84.003304). These localities
are not too far southwest of Macon, the type locality
(Fig. 5A&B), and have yet to be explored for M.
foxi by anyone since Hubbell, which means they
need investigating.
Finally, two of the three sites in which M. foxi
was rediscovered in May of 2015 (Seminole State
Park and Little Ocmulgee State Park and Lodge)
are protected by the state of GA. Natural resource
managers have been made aware of these findings in
the hopes that such reporting will further highlight
the very real threat of extinction to animals beyond
charismatic megafauna. Moreover, insects can be
good bioindicators (McGeoch 1998, Maleque et
al. 2009) and grasshoppers have been proposed
as especially good ones for another southeastern
U.S.A. ecosystem that shares similarities with
sandhills (scrub: Deyrup 1996), so taking steps to
further preserve, and even enhance, the ecosystems
in which M. foxi is found may also serve to protect
other endemic, habitat-sensitive species.
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Macon

Macon

Macon

Macon, Ocmulgee National Park

0.4 miles E. of Canoochee River

Groveland

Groveland

Macon, Mogul area

Mogul

Yuchi Wildlife Management Area

Yuchi Wildlife Management Area

Yuchi Wildlife Management Area

Thompson Bridge Rd.

Bibb Co.

Bibb Co.

Bibb Co.

Bryan Co.

Bryan Co.

Bryan Co.

Bibb Co.

Bibb Co.

Burke Co.

Burke Co

Burke Co.

Burke Co.

LOCALITY

Bibb Co.

COUNTY

13-X-2010;
J.G.Hill
26-VIII-2010
26-VIII-2010 J.G.Hill
J.G.Hill
J.G.Hill

21-VI-2008
10-VIII2010; 20VI-2011
24-VII-2008
12-XI-2010
20-VI-2011
15-XI-2010

32.117500,
-81.748889
32.126111,
-81.757222
32.849722,
-83.562500
32.849832,
-83.559017
33.082222,
-81.784444
33.095278,
-81.661111
33.093889,
-81.664167
33.054722,
-81.915278

J.G.Hill

J.G.Hill

J.G.Hill

J.G.Hill

J.G.Hill

30-VII-2006

32.148056,
-81.770278

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

D.A.Woller &
E.Kosnicki

19-V-2014

32.848389,
-83.602313

x

D.A.Woller &
E.Kosnicki

19-V-2014

32.870198,
-83.587034

x

D.A.Woller &
E.Kosnicki

19-V-2014

32.852335,
-83.589698

x

D.A.Woller &
E.Kosnicki

COLLECTOR(S)

19-V-2014

DATE

32.849501,
-83.558176

COORDINATES

FIELD #

pine woods

open long-leaf pine
forest

sandhill

remnant sandhill habitat

disturbed sandhill

sandhill/pine woods

Riverine Sandhill

Riverine Sandhill

collected along sandy
power line right of way

x

x

x

x

HABITAT

Table 1: 101 unique sites investigated for Melanoplus foxi Hebard, 1923 between 2006 and 2015. In many case, sites were visited multiple
times at different seasonal points in time within and across years. Almost all sites visited in which the second author was the primary collector
yielded Puer Group species and, sometimes, other brachypterous melanoplines. Sites visited in which the first author was the primary collector
yielded similar results, but only when a Field # is present; otherwise, no melanoplines were found. GPS coordinates are given as latitude,
longitude in the format of WGS84 decimal degrees. An “x” indicates that the data is unavailable or not applicable.
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20-V-2014;
2-X-2014
20-V-2014;
2-X-2014
20-V-2014;
2-X-2014

30.852805,
-84.660205
30.893310,
-84.733921
30.870413,
-84.763041

about 5 mi. S. of Brinson, just
SE of intersection of 310/Yates
Spring Rd. and Smith Landing
Rd.

Arrowhead Dr. boat ramp for
Spring Creek

Bainsbridge, Bill Reynolds Sports 30.885687,
Park
-84.603422

Bainsbridge, Bill Reynolds Sports 30.888792,
Park
-84.599492
30.897170,
-84.593734

about 3 miles SW of Bainbridge,
on E. side of Hales Landing Rd.
within Seminole State Forest
Wildlife Management Area

Decatur Co.

Decatur Co.

Decatur Co.

Decatur Co.

Decatur Co.

Decatur Co.

Bainsbridge, Cheney Griffin Park

3-X-2014

3-X-2014

20-V-2014;
3-X-2014

14-XI-2010

30.736111,
-84.705556

Decatur Co.

2 miles S. of Faceville

2.6 miles SE Knoxville

Crawford Co.

PG164-1-A
x
x

x

x

D.A.Woller &
K.Woller
D.A.Woller &
E.Kosnicki;
D.A.Woller &
K.Woller
D.A.Woller &
E.Kosnicki;
D.A.Woller &
K.Woller
D.A.Woller &
E.Kosnicki;
D.A.Woller &
K.Woller

PG144-1-A; x

x

x

x

x

FIELD #

D.A.Woller &
K.Woller

D.A.Woller &
E.Kosnicki;
D.A.Woller &
K.Woller

J.G.Hill

J.G.Hill

10-VIII-2009 J.G.Hill

Doerun Natural Area

Colquitt Co.
32.699444,
-83.9625

Doerun Natural Area

Colquitt Co.

J.G.Hill

COLLECTOR(S)

19-VI-2011

DATE

31.296944,
-83.879444

COORDINATES
26-VIII2010; 14-X2010

LOCALITY
31.288056,
-83.884167

COUNTY

Table 1 continued

x

x

x

x

Pinus palustris
savannah

very dense pine forest

pines/powerline

Fall Line Sandhill xeric
sand scrub

long-leaf pine savannah

long-leaf pine savannah

HABITAT
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27-VII-2010
19-V-2011
3-X-2014
18-VI-2011
15-XI-2010

30.866965,
-84.756051

Silver Lake Wildlife Management 30.828889,
Area
-84.753889

Silver Lake Wildlife Management 30.815278,
Area
-84.767500
30.895265,
-84.749663
31.201944,
-85.078889
31.199444,
-85.078611

Ralph King Rd. boat ramp for
Spring Creek

Smith Landing Rd. boat ramp for
Spring Creek

Williams Bluff Natural Area

Williams Bluff Preserve

2.9 miles S. of Durdenville

3.2 miles NW of Swainsboro

N. of Swainsboro on Hwy. 1

G.L. Smith State Park

G.L. Smith State Park

G.L. Smith State Park

Little Ohoopee River crossing

Decatur Co.

Decatur Co.

Decatur Co.

Decatur Co.

Early Co.

Early Co.

Emanuel Co.

Emanuel Co.

Emanuel Co.

Emanuel Co.

Emanuel Co.

Emanuel Co.

Emanuel Co.

22-VII-2008
11-VII-2010
11-VII-2009
23-VII-2006
7-X-2007;
8-X-2007
24-VII-2008
6-X-2007

32.504722, -82.2
32.850016,
-82.368592
32.650000,
-82.368611
32.544444,
-82.125
32.545556,
-82.1225
32.543056,
-82.115
32.506944,
-82.428056

3-X-2014

3-X-2014

30.870697,
-84.755253

N. side of Spring Creek Rd.

Decatur Co.

DATE
20-V-2014

COORDINATES
30.947185,
-84.698820

halfway between Bainbridge and
Brinson, in forested area off N.
side of U.S. 84/Hwy 38/Dothan
Rd.

LOCALITY

Decatur Co.

COUNTY

Table 1 continued

x

D.A.Woller &
K.Woller

J.G.Hill

J.G.Hill

x

x

x

x

J.G.Hill &
J.L.Seltzer
J.G.Hill

x

x

x

x

J.G.Hill

J.G.Hill & Family

J.G.Hill

J.G.Hill

x

x

D.A.Woller &
K.Woller
J.G.Hill

x

J.G.Hill

x

x

D.A.Woller &
K.Woller

J.G.Hill

PG143-1-A

FIELD #

D.A.Woller &
E.Kosnicki

COLLECTOR(S)

along roadside pine oak
dune woodland

xeric dune scrub

pine oak dune woodland

collected on nature trail
in sandy scrub area

Pinus palustris forest

Pinus palustris forest

xeric pine oak dune
woodland

longleaf savannah

open pine hardwood
scrub

x

longleaf savannah

x

x

x

heavily disturbed hilly
pine forest

HABITAT
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11-X1-2010
15-IX-2013
11-VII-2010

32.503056,
-83.543333
31.535545,
-83.395449
32.906948,
-82.415815
32.890923,
-82.400249

Oaky Woods Wildlife
Management Area

9.1 miles SE Ocilla

2 miles N. of Wadley

2 miles NE of Wadley, in vacant
lot at intersection of Wynder
Smith Rd. (W. side) and U.S. 1/
Jefferson Davis Memorial Hwy.

Houston Co.

Irwin Co.

Jefferson Co.

Jefferson Co.

18-V-2014;
13-V-2015

21-VII-2008;
25-VII-2008

32.489722,
-82.411389

Ohoopee Dunes Natural Area

Emanuel Co.

9-X-2007;
15-IX-2013

32.575556,
-82.4425

Ohoopee Dunes Natural Area

Emanuel Co.

8-X-2007

32.575278,
-82.441667

Ohoopee Dunes Natural Area

Emanuel Co.

6-X-2007

32.521389,
-82.445

Ohoopee Dunes Natural Area

Emanuel Co.

18-VII-2007

Ohoopee Dunes Natural Area

Emanuel Co.

32.604444,
-82.425

Ohoopee Dunes Natural Area

Emanuel Co.

x
PG140-1-B;
PG140-2-B;
PG140-3-B

D.A.Woller &
E.Kosnicki;
D.A.Woller
& K.Woller;
D.A.Woller &
J.G.Hill

x

x

x

x

x

FIELD #

J.G.Hill & Family

J.G.Hill

J.G.Hill

J.G.Hill

J.G.Hill

J.G.Hill

x

x

J.G.Hill &
J.A.MacGown
J.G.Hill

x

x

J.G.Hill &
J.A.MacGown

15-V-2007;
J.G.Hill &
17-VII-2007; J.A.MacGown;
25-VIII-2010 J.G.Hill; J.G.Hill

32.530833,
-82.456389
18-VII-2007

Ohoopee Dunes Natural Area

Emanuel Co.

J.G.Hill & S.Seltzerx
Hill; J.G.Hill

COLLECTOR(S)

22-VII-2006;
9-X-2007

DATE

32.537500,
-82.461111

COORDINATES

32.604444,
-82.423056

Ohoopee Dunes Natural Area

LOCALITY

Emanuel Co.

COUNTY

Table 1 continued

Pinus clausa forest w/
sparse understory, but
w/scattered scrubby
oaks still; may have
been site of a building

pine woods

sandhill

pines

xeric dune scrub

pine oak dune woodland

pine oak dune woodland

pine-oak dune woodland

pine oak dune woodland

pine oak dune scrub

pine oak dune woodland

xeric dune scrub

HABITAT
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4-X-2014
18-V-2014
18-V-2014

32.844535,
-82.400010
32.781513,
-82.433658
32.890747,
-82.384707
32.911556,
-82.398422
32.872859,
-82.388963
32.870836,
-82.392727
32.757554,
-82.628078

about 1.5 miles S. of Wadley,
across from intersection of Bus. 1
and 187/Pinetucky Rd.

about 6.5 miles. S. of Wadley, on
E. side of 187/Pinetucky Rd.

near Wadley

near Wadley

towards NE edge of Wadley, off
SW side of Midville Hwy/78

towards NE edge of Wadley, on
N. side of Poplar St. across from
Wadley water tower between 4
and 78

about 6.5 mi. NE of Wrightsville,
just SW of intersection of 78/319
and Power Line Rd.

Jefferson Co.

Jefferson Co.

Jefferson Co.

Jefferson Co.

Jefferson Co.

Jefferson Co.

Jefferson Co.

Johnson Co.

4-X-2014

4-X-2014;
13-V-2015

4-X-2014;
13-V-2015

4-X-2014

4-X-2014

32.890803,
-82.399817

2 miles NE of Wadley, across
from vacant lot at intersection of
Wynder Smith Rd. (W. side) and
U.S. 1/Jefferson Davis Memorial
Hwy.

18-V-2014;
4-X-2014;
13-V-2015

DATE

Jefferson Co.

COORDINATES
32.895854,
-82.394444

LOCALITY

2 miles NE of Wadley, off E. side
of Wynder Smith Rd., not too
far N of U.S. 1/Jefferson Davis
Memorial Hwy.

COUNTY

Table 1 continued

x
x
PG171-1-A; x

PG170-1-A;
PG170-2-A

D.A.Woller &
E.Kosnicki
D.A.Woller &
E.Kosnicki
D.A.Woller
& K.Woller;
D.A.Woller &
J.G.Hill
D.A.Woller
& K.Woller;
D.A.Woller &
J.G.Hill

PG169-1-A

PG173-1-A

D.A.Woller &
K.Woller

D.A.Woller &
K.Woller

PG172-1-A

PG140-2-C

PG140-1-A;
PG140-2-A;
PG140-3-A

FIELD #

D.A.Woller &
K.Woller

D.A.Woller &
K.Woller

D.A.Woller &
E.Kosnicki;
D.A.Woller
& K.Woller;
D.A.Woller &
J.G.Hill

COLLECTOR(S)

resembles a savannah,
but with scattered Pinus
clausa

Pinus taeda forest

within vacant lot
dominated by a Pinus
taeda forest

x

x

somewhat clear-cut
Pinus clausa forest with
mixed, open understory

overgrown Pinus clausa
forest with unusual
understory

just outside of a Pinus
clausa forest in scrubby
undergrowth

Pinus clausa forest w/
sparse understory, but
w/scattered scrubby
oaks still

HABITAT
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20-V-2014;
3-X-2014
20-V-2014;
3-X-2014

12-V-2015
20-V-2014;
3-X-2014

31.128972,
-84.590978
30.810768,
-84.876767
30.799747,
-84.858613
30.804701,
-84.799686
30.820246,
-84.818383
30.827789,
-84.915147

about 10 miles SE of Colquitt,
Kimbrall Tract

across from entrance to Seminole
State Park

along E. side of Harvel Pond Rd.

E. of Spring Creek Dr., within
historical District 21, Lot 171

E. side of John Thursby Rd.,
within historical District 21, Lot
143

Fairchild State Park

Miller Co.

Seminole Co.

Seminole Co.

Seminole Co.

Seminole Co.

Seminole Co.

12-V-2015

19-V-2011

10-X-2010

Marion Co.

32.511389,
-84.586944

2 miles SE Juniper

Marion Co.

FIELD #

x

x

D.A.Woller &
J.G.Hill

D.A.Woller &
E.Kosnicki;
D.A.Woller &
K.Woller

x

D.A.Woller &
E.Kosnicki;
D.A.Woller &
K.Woller

x

x

D.A.Woller &
E.Kosnicki;
D.A.Woller &
K.Woller

D.A.Woller &
J.G.Hill

x

x

J.G.Hill &
M.E.Dakin
J.G.Hill

x

x

x

PG168-1-A

J.G.Hill &
M.E.Dakin

25-VIII-2010 J.G.Hill

32.501944,
-84.581111

2 miles SE Juniper

2 miles SE Juniper

Marion Co.

25-VIII-2010 J.G.Hill

32.506111,
-84.5875

10-X-2010

2 miles SE Juniper

Marion Co.

D.A.Woller &
K.Woller

COLLECTOR(S)

4-X-2014

DATE

32.633089,
-82.807758

COORDINATES

32.507778,
-84.587222

about 9.5 mi. NE of Dublin, just
SW of intersection of 31/319 and
19/Boiling Springs Ch.

LOCALITY

Laurens Co.

COUNTY

Table 1 continued

x

x

x

x

x

sandhill

open pine forest Fall
Line Sandhill

Fall Line Sandhill

Fall Line Sandhill

Fall Line Sandhill

Pinus clausagrove w/
lots of blackberry

HABITAT
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20-V-2014;
3-X-2014

3-X-2014
3-X-2014
3-X-2014

3-X-2014;
12-V-2015

30.869041,
-84.775274
30.821197,
-84.834325
30.828819,
-84.785278
30.779878,
-84.840172
30.803703,
-84.885235

near intersection of Church St. &
CR 12

Pine Hill Plantation, just S. of
Hwy 253

Reynolds Park

Sealey’s Island, just SW of
historical District 21, Lot 211

Seminole State Park, far W. side
of park just SE of intersection of
SR 39 and Hwy 253

Silver Lake Wildlife Management 30.783902,
Area, at dead end of Tennille Ave. -84.873264

Silver Lake Wildlife Management
30.787996,
Area, just NE of intersection of
-84.882859
Hwy. 39 and Bartow Saunders
Circle

Spring Creek Cove longleaf
pine plantation, not far SE of
intersection of Buddy Adams
Pkwy and Cypress Pond Rd.

Seminole Co.

Seminole Co.

Seminole Co.

Seminole Co.

Seminole Co.

Seminole Co.

Seminole Co.

Seminole Co.

30.802709,
-84.818665

12-V-2015

30.782969,
-84.826464

N. side of Seminole Shores Dr.,
just S. of historical District 21,
Lot 211

Seminole Co.

12-V-2015

3-X-2014

12-V-2015

3-X-2014

30.829047,
-84.907239

intersection of Fairchilds Park
Rd. & Ned Alday River Rd., just
E. of Fairchild State Park

Seminole Co.

20-V-2014;
3-X-2014

DATE

30.795939,
-84.863657

COORDINATES

Harvel Pond

LOCALITY

Seminole Co.

COUNTY

Table 1 continued

x

D.A.Woller &
J.G.Hill

PG167-1-A

PG165-1-A; x

D.A.Woller &
K.Woller
D.A.Woller
& K.Woller;
D.A.Woller &
J.G.Hill

PG166-1-A

x

D.A.Woller &
E.Kosnicki;
D.A.Woller &
K.Woller

D.A.Woller &
K.Woller

x

D.A.Woller &
J.G.Hill

x

x

D.A.Woller &
K.Woller

FIELD #

D.A.Woller &
K.Woller

x

x

x

D.A.Woller &
J.G.Hill

D.A.Woller &
K.Woller

D.A.Woller &
E.Kosnicki;
D.A.Woller &
K.Woller

COLLECTOR(S)

Pinus palustris
plantation

overgrown Pinus
palustris savannah

reminiscent of sandhills;
just W. of a river

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

HABITAT
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19-V-2014

25-VIII-2010 J.G.Hill
11-X-2010
22-VII-2008
22-VII-2008
18-VII-2007;
7-X-2007
11-X-2010

18-VI-2010;
J.G.Hill
24-VIII-2010
18-VI-2011

32.736754,
-83.423220
32.585000,
-84.506389
32.577222,
-84.498611
32.295000,
-82.198611
32.030833,
-82.161667
32.865278,
-82.049722
32.569722,
-84.4075
32.573056,
-84.403056
32.564722,
-84.406944

about 4 miles NW of
Jeffersonville, off N. side of Hwy
80/19/Watson Dairy Rd. along
railroad tracks

Black Jack Crossing Preserve

Black Jack Crossing Preserve

1.8 miles E. Ohoopee River x
Hwy 280

2.9 miles W. of Reidsville

Big Hammock Natural Area

Black Creek Natural Area

Black Creek Natural Area

Black Creek Natural Area

Twiggs Co.

Talbot Co.

Talbot Co.

Tattnall Co.

Tattnall Co.

Tattnall Co.

Taylor Co.

Taylor Co.

Taylor Co.

19-V-2014

J.G.Hill

J.G.Hill

J.G.Hill

J.G.Hill

J.G.Hill

J.G.Hill

D.A.Woller &
E.Kosnicki

D.A.Woller &
E.Kosnicki

32.763890,
-83.462930

Twiggs Co.

FIELD #

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

PG142-1-A

PG141-1-A

x

D.A.Woller &
J.G.Hill

a little ways E. of Macon, off N.
side of Hwy 80/19/Watson Dairy
Rd. further up hill

12-V-2015

30.804900,
-84.800727

SW of Spring Creek Dr., within
historical District 21, Lot 171

x

D.A.Woller &
E.Kosnicki;
D.A.Woller &
K.Woller

COLLECTOR(S)

Seminole Co.

20-V-2014;
3-X-2014

DATE

30.804583,
-84.807522

COORDINATES

Spring Creek Park

LOCALITY

Seminole Co.

COUNTY

Table 1 continued

Fall Line Sandhill

Fall Line Sandhill

pine/oak scrub in Fall
Line Sandhill

turkey oak sandhill
scrub

xeric dune scrub

pineback dune scrub

open pine forest Fall
Line Sandhill

Fall Line Sandhill

in strip of disturbed
Pinus clausa forest w/
dense undergrowth
across from houses and
lots

in disturbed Pinus
clausa forest w/dense
undergrowth (lots of
blackberry) not far from
deer-hunting trail

x

x

HABITAT
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14-IX-2013
4-VIII-2011
27-VIII-2010 J.G.Hill
25-VII-2008
20-VI-2011
20-VI-2010

30.838611,
-84.011111
30.856667,
-84.076667
32.467532,
-82.489001
32.800002,
-83.009048
32.799722,
-83.009167

Greenwood Plantation

River Creek Wildlife
Management Area

0.5 miles N. of Gillis Springs

9.2 miles SW of Toomsboro

4.3 miles E. of Toomsboro

Thomas Co.

Thomas Co.

Treutlen Co.

Wilkinson Co.

Wilkinson Co.

J.G.Hill

J.G.Hill

J.G.Hill

J.G.Hill

J.G.Hill

J.G.Hill

about 6 miles SW of Thomasville, 30.759444,
Wade Tract
-84.000833

Fall Line Sandhills Natural Area

Taylor Co.

Thomas Co.

Black Creek Natural Area

Taylor Co.

J.G.Hill

COLLECTOR(S)

16-VII-2007

DATE

32.580833,
-84.273333

COORDINATES
18-IX-2013

LOCALITY
32.571667,
-84.4075

COUNTY

Table 1 continued

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

FIELD #

sandhill/pine woods

roadside sandhill, dense
understory

Pinus palustris
Plantation

open sandy area

long leaf pine savannah,
runner oak fern
understory

sandhill/pine woods

plantation in sandhill
habitat

x

HABITAT

574
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